This work demonstrates how to leverage previous network expert demonstrations of UAV deployment to automate the drones placement in civil applications. Optimal UAV placement is an NP-complete problem: it requires a closed-form utility function that defines the environment and the UAV constraints, it is not unique and must be defined for each new UAV mission. This complex and time-consuming process hinders the development of UAV-networks in civil applications. We propose a method that leverages previous network expert solutions of UAV-network deployment to learn the expert's untold utility function form demonstrations only. This is especially interesting as it may be difficult for the inspection expert to explicit his expertise into such a function as it is too complex. Once learned, our model generates a utility function which maxima match expert UAV locations. We test this method on a Wi-Fi UAV network application inside a crowd simulator and reach similar qualityof-service as the expert. We show that our method is not limited to this UAV application and can be extended to other missions such as building monitoring.
I. INTRODUCTION
Following the Google projects Loon, Skybender and the Facebook project Aquila, a small scale of UAV networks can be deployed for coverage where UAV are used as communication relays. The survey [9] reports diverse civil applications such as communication networks in regions with few resources or areas that suffered natural disasters, search and rescue missions or long-term environment monitoring. Several challenges are discussed there among which communication protocols, robot collaboration and autonomous navigation. In this paper, we focus on the UAV placement strategy which differs for each civil application, each UAV mission and each network technology. This dependency hinders the definition of a general deployment strategy and systematically requires a network expert to specify the UAV locations. We leverage the expert's effort to build an automatic UAV deployment model from expert demonstrations.
Drone placement is a specific case of optimal sensor placement under constraints which is an NP-complete problem. Existing approaches frame it either as a geometric or a statistical optimization. In the first case, the task becomes an instance of the Art-Gallery-Problem (AGP) [12] where sensors have a fixed sensing radius and must be placed to maximize the surface covered [7] . The statistical approach aims at modeling the mission with Gaussian processes that the expert must tune. He then uses the model to define an optimization criteria over the sensor locations. Among them are the location entropy [13] or the mutual information between a location and nonsensed locations [11] . For both approaches, an important part of the resolution efforts lies in defining the utility function that embeds the infrastructure model, the coverage requirements and the physical world constraints. Not only this definition must be reiterated for each new mission, but it is also complex for the network expert to embed his expertise into it. Instead, we endeavor to learn this utility function from expert demonstrations of sensor placements on previous missions.
To do so, we define a learning model that takes an overhead image of an infrastructure and outputs a 2D utility function of which maxima are optimal sensor placements according to the expert. Figure 1 illustrates our approach on a simulated crowd for which Wi-Fi UAVs provide an internet connection. We choose a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to represent our utility function generator as it can process raw visual information contrary to other models that require hand-crafted features. We rely on Learning from Demonstration (LfD) [2] to train the CNN and Figure 2 illustrates the optimization: we compare the local maxima of the CNN utility function together with the expert locations and penalize the network proportionally to how far they are from each other. The CNN constrains us to do so in a differentiable way so we introduce an original regression loss. We simplify this learning into a simple regression problem with an astute projection of the expert locations into a 2D Gaussians. The penalty can then be estimated with a simple differentiable Mean-Square-Error (MSE) loss between this map and the CNN output. This conversion is inspired by the expert demonstration representation in visual attention model [4] (section II-B).
Our method is tested in a crowd simulator in which we add a simple wireless communication model. We choose two coverage strategies and implement an expert oracle to generate sensor location examples. Our approach reaches the same Quality of Service (QoS) as the oracles on both strategies. We also show that our method is not specific to the input data representation and solve two building monitoring problems based on the AGP and the Fortress Problem (FP).
Our contribution lies in the optimization method to learn a utility function only from demonstrations to solve sensor placement problems under constraints. This proof of concept targets the definition of the data representation and the learning optimisation. It is part of the global effort aiming at relieving the expert from modeling the coverage mission and explicitly defining a complex utility function.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
This section frames the sensor placement optimization in deep learning from demonstration. Given a 2D representation of the UAV mission, our model generates a utility function of which maxima are the UAV locations. These locations are chosen so as to mimic the network expert placements. To do so, the model is trained on examples of optimal sensor placements that the network expert provides.
A. The Learning Problem Definition
Let a be a UAV mission rasterised into a 2D map W a ∈ R h×w and ζ a ∈ R N a ×2 be the N a expert locations on W a . We endeavor to learn a utility function generator U on mission instances W a so that the maxima of the utility function U(W a ) are ζ a :
We choose to represent U with a CNN as it is a non-linear function with a powerful representation space and can process raw images contrary to other models that require hand-crafted features. One constraint of the CNN is that its loss function must be differentiable. An intuitive loss is to measure how well the expert and learned locations ζ a andζ a align. To do so, we first need to computeζ a i.e. U(W a )'s maxima. Then we solve the assignment problem betweenζ a and ζ a to assign each location inζ a to the nearest expert location in ζ a . Finally, the loss is the Euclidean loss between the pairs assigned in the previous step. However, neither the argmax operation nor the assignment optimization are differentiable operations. Another difficulty comes from the varying number of U(W a ) maxima which is common to any learning problem with a list for output. Also, a trivial solution is to put sensor everywhere, which we want to avoid. To answer all these challenges, we define an alternative differentiable loss that still follows this intuitive behavior and casts the learning problem as a simple regression.
B. The Loss Definition
We define a differentiable loss L that penalizes the CNN with respect to how far matching locations inζ a and ζ a are. It must meet the following requirements:
• L must be differentiable. • L must be an increasing function of the euclidean distance between matching location pairs inζ a × ζ a .
• Modularity condition: L 's minimization residue decreases as U(W a ) has more maxima. To do so, we convert an expert demonstration ζ a into a saliency map R(ζ a ) ∈ R h×w : for each location in ζ a , we draw an unnormalized Gaussian of mean p and variance σ around each expert position p ( Figure 2 : R(ζ a )). This constrains the CNN to also produce a saliency map U(W a ) with high peaks at sensor locations. The training loss then measures the distance from the expert saliency map R(ζ a ) to the CNN one U(W a ):
This loss can be interpreted as 'how wellζ a and ζ a align'. The conversion of ζ a into a saliency map is inspired by the visual attention model data representations [4] . As for the loss definition, it is motivated by the expert resolution of the task that can be cast as a submodular function f optimization:
The submodularity property means that for a set of positions ζ and ζ such that ζ ⊆ ζ , a new position p:
Intuitively, this diminishing-return condition means that the more sensors one places, the less additional information the new sensor provides. An example of the submodularity condition is the following: let ζ = / 0 and ζ a set of U(W a ) maxima. If the model produces a new maxima p, the loss diminishes more if one starts from ζ = / 0 than when starting from ζ . Regarding the tuning of the σ parameter, the Gaussian variance σ must be small enough so that the map is only maximal at ζ a with no residual local maxima. Also, the smaller the variance, the higher is the penalty when the utility function U(W a ) misses a maxima or places it far from ζ a . However, a σ too small creates wide areas where the penalty signal is not informative enough for the network to learn. So σ must also be high enough to create a non-null learning signal everywhere to avoid that the model gets stuck between two expert sensor locations. A solution is to use two Gaussians: a first one with a small variance and a high amplitude which goal is to penalize misplaced U(W a ) maxima. And a second Gaussian with a higher variance and a smaller amplitude to strengthen the learning signal and guide U(W a ) maxima that are far from ζ a towards them. The loss now depends on four parameters (α 1 , σ 1 ), (α 2 , σ 2 ):
In practice, we set (α 1 = 255, σ 1 = 1). Then we perform a grid search to choose (α 2 , σ 2 ). The grid search range depends on the expert solution distribution: in general, (α 2 , σ 2 ) are smaller when the mission usually requires more sensors. We assume that there may be several solutions for one task but only one solution strategy. The incorporation of multiple strategies is not addressed here.
C. Utility Function as a Convolutional Neural Network
This section details the representation of the utility function generator U. It is modeled by a convolutional neural network (CNN) with an encoder-decoder structure. It can learn from raw visual data and avoids the design of hand-crafted features. CNN are made of a composition of filter banks trained to extract relevant features. The only learning signal it needs to train is the expected output of the CNN. In this case, it is the rasterised expert solutions R(ζ a ).
The encoder-decoder CNN structure is divided in two parts. The encoding part (Figure 2 , blue) of the network is made of multiple filter banks interleaved with max-pooling layers that reduce the spatial dimension while keeping the most relevant features. The output of the encoder is the summary of the input features at multiple scales. It is fed to a decoder ( Figure  2 , green) which generates a utility function out of the learned relevant features. The decoder is also made of filter banks but they are interleaved with upsampling layers [16] so that the output of the decoder have the same spatial dimension as the input. In the decoder, the filters banks are transpose convolutions [6] that computes an embedding of the relevant features into a utility function.
The filter size and the number of layers in the encoder must be set together so that the scope of the last encoding layers covers the entire spatial dimension of the input. For an input image of size 64 pixels and max-pool layers every two convolutional layers, this can be achieved with a filter size of 3 and 4 convolutional layers. We advise to use the minimum number of encoding layers as possible since the bigger the network, the more expert demonstration you need to train it without overfitting. Also in practice, we observe that a bigger network may not even converge. Another good practice is to use a stack of small kernel filters rather than one big kernel filter [14] .
Once the encoding part is set, there are two possible ways to decode: either make a heavy decoder symmetric to the encoder [3] or make a light decoder of only upsampling layers, one for each pooling layer in the encoder. The heavy decoder uses much more bank filters than the second but may be relevant for task with highly informative inputs which need more filters to extract all the relevant features. The light decoder proves to be enough to learn U(W a ) on our two use cases. We note N × conv-C the composition of N banks of C 2D convolution filters, and N × conv-C T when we use transposeconvolutions [6] . The max-pooling and upsampling layers [16] are designated by 'P' and 'U' respectively. The encoder and decoder architectures are summarized in Table I. The networks are implemented using the TensorFlow [1] framework on a Nvidia GT1080 GPU. The networks are trained with the Adam optimizer [10] and the other training parameters are summarized in Table II .
III. EXPERIMENTS
This section describes the simulation and the training.
A. UAV Wireless Network Simulation
A simple communication model is defined within the Pedsim 1 crowd simulator wrapped in the Pedsim-ROS package 2 . We generate fake scenarios by defining random obstacles and waypoints for agents and run the simulation (Figure 3 ). The drones are equipped with a wireless AC card with a maximum throughput of 200Mbps, a signal range of 30m, and an emission power signal of 13dbm. These are standard values for Wi-Fi routers. The end receptor power sensitivity is set to -65dbm, which is enough to stream videos and run VoIp calls with a smartphone. We approximate the freespace path loss with an unnormalized Gaussian e − d 2 2σ 2 after rescaling the power signal from [-65dbm, 13dbm] to [0.1, 1]. σ 2 is computed so that the signal power at d=30m is 0.1 so σ 2 = 450. We define two UAV deployment strategies summarized in Table III . The first one should place the UAVs to cover the maximum number of agents without regards to the enduser throughput bandwidth. The second one should cover the maximum number of agents under the constraint of providing them with a minimum of 5Mbps throughput, which is more than enough to watch Netflix with ultra HD quality. In both cases, the expert deploys a drone only if there is a cluster with more than 30 end-users without network access. We ignore other communication network related issues addressed [8] to focus only the placement problem. In addition to the communication coverage above, we show that our method is restricted by neither the input data representation nor by the expert utility. To this end, we test it on a buliding monitoring task with UAV networks. We simulate the buildings with random polygons and emulate two experts with the famous Art-Gallery-Problem (AGP) and Fortress-Problem (FP) solutions (Figure 4 ). These two sensor placement problems pertain to a broad category of problems named Next-Best-View (NBV) problems. They arise in many applications among which autonomous robotic exploration, environment monitoring and inspection. In AGP, the expert places the minimum number of UAV-guards to always monitor the interior of an art gallery and catch potential thieves. In FP, the expert deploys the minimum number of guards outside of a fortress to constantly watch its perimeter. More generally, we optimize a visibility coverage function while minimizing the number of guards. For both missions, buildings are modeled with random polygons [5] and the expert solutions are computed with the numerical solver [15] . In this context, W a (eq. 1) is a polygon drawing on a [64 × 64] pixels map.
C. Evaluation
We introduce a generic metric to evaluate the utility function generator U: the correspondence ratio. It measures the proportion of expert locations ζ a matched by the placementsζ a from the learned policy. We define matching locations as follow: we first solve the assignment problem between ζ a andζ a , and note the resulting location pairs P. Let (p,p) ∈ P, p andp match when p−p 2 ε a , with ε a a distance threshold specific to the task dimension. We set ε a at 10% of the mission dimension and define the correspondence ratio corr as corr = |match| |ζ a | . We control whether U(W a ) generates trivial solutions with a score inspired from the precision metric in classification, hence the score name we use. We noteζ a * the subset ofζ a that match no expert sensor locations and define the precision as prec = |match| |match|+|ζ a * | . The score is 100% when the learned placements match exactly the expert ones with no additional locations then it decreases as the number of U(W a ) maxima increases.
Contrary to the training loss, we do not penalize U if U(W a ) has more maximaζ a than the expert solution ζ a . In practice, we observe that these additional maxima are other valid solution for the task. This metric is completed with task specific metric such as QoS. In the first strategy of the Wi-Fi UAV simulation, we measure the QoS with the proportion of end-users covered by the Wi-Fi network. For the second Wi-Fi UAV strategy, we also require the end-users's throughput i.e. the amount of data received per second, to be higher than 5Mbps. As for the monitoring problems, the 'QoS' is the ratio of buildings for which perfect coverage is reached. The expert always generates UAV locations that reach a correspondence ratio and QoS of 100%.
IV. RESULTS
The learned UAV placementsζ a and the expert's ones ζ a have at least 75% of correspondences for all simulations. Positions correspond if they are closer than 10% of the simulation dimensions. There is substantial room for improvement regarding the exact matching of learned positions (25%). However, the QoS metrics suggest that although the learned locations differ from the expert ones, they are still valid deployment strategy and offer high QoS. Indeed, for all simulations, the QoS is higher than the correspondence ratio which shows that when the learned utility function does not mimic exactly the expert's one, its maxima are an alternative valid solutions to the sensor placement problem. We study the influence of the learning parameter α 2 and observe that it improves the correspondence ratio up to 29%. The correspondence ratio is above 75% for both UAV deployment strategies. It even reaches 89% for the second one where placements are additionally constrained with the enduser throughput. This supports the hypothesis that U embeds the expert knowledge on the UAV placement and aims at imitating it as much as possible.
A. UAV Wi-Fi network
We also observe that the QoS is always higher than the correspondence ratio which shows that even whenζ a and ζ a do not match,ζ a still is a valid solution. This reinforces the hypothesis that U can not only imitate the expert, but it can also provide alternative solutions while still abiding by the expert utility it learnt. Thus, the learned deployment still completes the mission even when it is different from the expert's one. For the first strategy, 100% of the clusters with more than 30 end-users are covered even though the learned placements match only 75% of the expert's ones. The model trained on the second strategy also covers all end-users clusters and misses the throughput requirement for only 7% of the end-users. Qualitatively, we observe that the utility function U(W a ) tends to either have maxima that match exactly the expert or produce a higher number maxima. It is up to the non-maxima-suppression step (argmax ζ ∈R N×2U (W a )) to then filter utility maxima among those proposed. Fig. 5 : Average end-user throughput over time during a dynamic sequence. Green: Expert placements ζ a . Blue: Learned placementsζ a .ζ a and ζ a lead to the same throughput pattern. Figure 5 shows the average throughput per agent over time during one dynamic scene for the expert (green) and the learned placement (blue). We observe that the learned placements produce a throughput pattern that follows the one generated with expert sensor locations. This suggests that U not only embeds the expert utility function a time t but also its dynamics. The model learnt on the monitoring demonstrations comforts the previous analysis. It reaches a correspondence ratio above 86% on both missions (Table V) . This shows that the learning method can generalise to different data representations. It also suggests that U can embed high-level concepts, such as coverage, even when the data holds only a few visual features. We compute the 'QoS' coverage as the ratio of buildings for which perfect coverage is reached. As with the previous simulation, the QoS is higher than the correspondence ratio. This strengthens the observation that even when U(W a ) maxima do not match the expert solution ζ a , they still provide another valid solution.
B. UAV Monitoring Network
C. Tuning the Learning Signal: α 2 setting Figure 6 shows the influence of the α 2 Gaussian parameter for the rasterisation of the expert solutions ζ a . When α 2 is high, U is penalized for generating utility functions with maximaζ a even slightly different that the expert UAV locations ζ a . This incites U to strictly mimic the expert. However, when the maximaζ a are far from the expert's one, U has no indication on how to improve because all the learning signal is restricted to the neighbourhood of ζ a . This can significantly slow down the training, especially at the beginning of the optimization, and even prevent convergence. As α 2 decreases, the loss is more tolerant withζ a that differ from the exprt even though it can lead to lower correspondence ratio. However, it allows U to better recover from wrong utility functions. Finally, there is an α 2 value above which the rasterisation of the expert placement can generate artificial maxima.
We run a grid search on (α 2 , σ 2 ) ∈ [20, 60] 2 with a step of 10 for both the Wi-Fi UAV and the monitoring UAV deployment problems. We call α 2 -rise the difference between the correspondence ratio for the worst (red) and the best (green) α 2 parameter. Overall, we observe a significant α 2rise of at least 20%, and up to 29% for the AGP. These results reiterate the importance of data representation in learning from demonstrations and shows that our loss definition ensures an efficient learning. Empirically, we observe that setting α 2 to the quarter of the average distance between expert positions leads to satisfying results.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper shows how to leverage network experts previous efforts to automate UAV deployment following the same expert policy. We learn a utility function generator that autonomously learns relevant features for the expert when solving the UAV placement problem. It aims at generating an approximation of the expert's untold utility function which maxima are the optimal UAV locations. To do so, it only relies on expert demonstrations made of UAV previous missions and the expert solution. We model this generator with a CNN for its representation space properties: the CNN can autonomously learn complex and high-dimensional features relevant to the learning task which alleviate the need to hand-craft them. This property allows the generation of utility function that can solve NP-hard problems such as the Art Gallery Problem.
This learning method is tested on two types of UAV applications: dynamic Wi-Fi networks and monitoring networks. Simulation experiments show that this method can recover the expert's utility function without the need for the task model or the closed-form expression of the utility. In both applications, the UAV locations computed from the learned utility function match at least 75% of the expert's demonstrations. When they do not, they are still valid solutions to complete the mission. This shows that the learned utility function generator not only mimics the network expert but it also embeds the expert's untold utility to provide alternative valid solutions.
